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"When I use a word/'
Humpty Dumpty said, in
rather a scornful tone, "it
means just what I choose it to
mean--neither more nor less."
"The question is;' said
Alice, w /z ether you can make
words mean so many different
things."
"The question is/' said
Humpty Dumpty, "which is to
be master-that's all."
Il

GR.t.1.MMARIAN'S RENASCENCE
American English in Its Cultural Setting, by Donald J. Lloyd and
Harry R. Warfel. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1956,586 pp. $6.00.
Patterns of English, by Paul Roberts. New York: }-Jarcourt Brace,
1956. 320 pp. $3. 25.
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and functions of American English have fed ammunition and hope to
the liberal cause of students and teachers of our language. The ammunition came piecemeal in the form of scholarly support for the
descriptive grammarians who held that the traditional prescriptive,
Latin-oriented approach to our language was misleading, unrealistic,
and stifling. The hope was that from the research carried on at language study centers and by individual scholars throughout the country a new system would evolve-a system which, because it derived
entirely from scientific analysis of what our language is anq how it
works, would enable teacher, student, and general public alike to
understand and utilize grammar as a functional property of the language, rather than, as has been usual in the past, the other way
around.
\Vith the publicat10n 01 Donald J. lloyd and Harry R. \Varfet's
American English in Its Cultural Setting and Paul Roberts' Patterns
Of English, a crisis in the achievement of that hope has been met and
passed. The writers of these books are not linguistic scientists. They
arc professors of English wllo have carefully digested and systematized
the findings of linguistic science. Their books are meant not for the
specialist but for the student in high school or college and for the
general reader as well. They have brought the new look American
linguistics into the marketplace, where, inevitably, the test of its
validity and its value must be made.
The innovations made manifest in these books can be generalized
in two observations: first, that American English derives its special
vitality largely from its inventiveness and flexibility in use; and,
second, that meaning and order within this general flexibility depend
upon struGtural patterns and a system of signals which introduce and
relate them.
The first of these observations, a contribution chiefly of the semanticists, has already had considerable revolutionary effect on the concept of "good" English in America. Since it focuses on the social and
practical nature of communication, it features pragmatic evaluations
of language in action and identifies ';correct" usage with. whatever
utterance is on a specific occasion and~for a specific purpose the most
appropriate and effective. To follow this view is t.o develop a versatility in usage commensurate not with a static, generalized decalogue
of diction but with the range of occasions for which we need to
use language effectively. The study of language, then, becomes a
highly relative matter, concerned with what is acceptable usage rather

in
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than what we have been told arbitrarily (or even logically) should be
acceptable. Effective expression may be illuminated by a knowledge '
of what has been appropriate in the past, but it is not necessarily
consistent with that knowledge. American English, particularly as it
operates through the various levels of usage active in our culture,
will not submit to any restrictions that deny its dynamic need to
change ~nd its users' right to adapt it to individual purpose.
This concept has already affected our approach to language. The
newer editions of grammars and writer's handbooks demonstrate the
gradual accession of'academic authority to this view, and the flurry
in recent years of popular magazine articles and books on the subject, however they may distort the theory,. indicates the general in.
terest of the public in democratic standards of diction and usage.
Perhaps the surest sign of currency is the new network televjsion
program, "The Last Word," on which moderator Dr. Bergen Evans
(elsewhere glorified as the authority who supervises the questions that
pay contestants up to $64,000) personifies, along with a panel of
articulate experts, the legitimacy of divided usage.
The first of our general observations, then, although relatively
new, is being absorbed and applied in Ameriqn English. For the
system of structures and patte,rns which serve all users of the language
as common ground for meaning, however, there has been until now
no effective means of reaching beyond the linguistic scientist and
those professionally interested in ,the fragmentary and esoteric records
of his research. Because they introduce an orderly description of. the
structure of American English in terms that can be taught, understood, and utilized by anyone sensitive to his language, American
English in Its Cultural Setting and Patterns of English are genuine
milestones in our linguistic progress. Through inductive analysis of
basic sentence patterns they blueprint the structural detail of our
language as it actually exists and functions. By contrast, we can see
that traditional grammar has given us, at beSt, a somewhat unrealistic
picture of modern English-an architect's drawing l}efore construction begins, always idealized and somehow different than the structure we know and live with when the plan has materialized.
To discuss the revelations of structural linguistics here without
reproducing the whole complicated .system would be difficult and
probably vain., There can be, no simple formula for anything as
complex as language, and it should be observ~d at once that the
methods set forth in these books do not simplify the language. In..
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they raise an almost unending series ot new complexities. But
because they offer a system of analysis which is entirely consistent
with the language we use, they make sense and invite application in
a way that traditional grammar never has. To put it another way,
they allow us to study our language as a living image in a mirror
rather than as a posed representation in a tintype.
A central fact in structural linguistics is that we don't derive a
pattern of expression from the meaning we wish to convey. lVe derive the meaning from the pattern. From this point of departure the
whole analysis of structures in English follows. Let's try one sample
of the technique:
The stable elementa of English are the relati~ly few so·called
"structure words," which, for the sake of simplicity here, we can
identify as those which do not function as anyone of the four great
word·classes, or as Roberts refers to them, "form classes," i.e. nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. So essential is the effect of these structure words in signalling meaning th~t we invest meaning in their
constructions even when the other words are themselves meaningless. Consider this sentence from Patttrns of English:
deed~

When the sloopy wamtupper had eviptally loofed the strambix,
the rallopash scorned up his Hibbles and skorked•
•
Nonsense? Not altogether. We actually know a good deal about and
.from this sentence, and, as Roberts points out, we recognize and
"understarid"all the form classes without recourse to any knowledge
outside the sentence itself. Lloyd and Warfel make the same point
about the vital systems of signalling meaning within the structure of
the sentence by reproducing Lewis Carroll's familiar verses from
"Jabberwocky." And anyone who has ever'strained for comprehension while listening to a double-talk artist, knowing that there is no
meaning intended but unable to resist the compulsion to make meaning, has a personal illustration. Roberts completes his demonstration
by reversing the process in a sentence that uses re~l words for the form
classes and nonsense syllables for the structure words:

Gork dol beautiful lady splage finally found bine purse, goop
minister wrote Hio ting words queel smiled.
But a sampling of method, however intriguing, will not sujfice. The
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system must be en~ountered whole in one, ,or ..preferably both, of
these challenging books.
.
Although the authors draw on the same sources and preSent comparable systems, the two volumes are far from identical. Individually
each is complete and self-contained, but together they are complementary and double-barreled. One is aimed broadly at the -general .
adult reader and the college student, while the ()the,r, -prefaced by a
forty-page teacher's guide, is written specifiCally for use in the highschool classroom.
American English in Its Cultural Setting is intended, in the words
of its preface, as "a comprehensive display of English in relation to
the society that uses it, in relation to language learning, and In relation to the individual whose force in society and whose very sense of
well-being is tied to his understanding of-English and the effectiveness of his reading and writing:' Professors Lloyd and Warfel "'have
tried to bring the commonplaces of advanced study of language
within the range of any person with the equivalent of a high-school
education," and in the non-technical discussions of the, history, so"
ciology, and responsibilities of language that precede and follow their
structural'analysis of English, they have succeeded admirably. AIUlough the organizalion of. this general material is rather hectic, the
writing is lively and c;:lear, proceeding often through appropriate
and imaginative analogies that strip away popular miscon'ceptions
about language in a most direct and effective manner.. ._~
The heart of the volume, however, is its exposition of English
structure. This is the crucial concern of the book, and it's all there:
the revelation, the insight, the consistency, the reality-the anatomy
of English. And yet, perhaps because of the somewhat disjointed
arrangement of parts or the struggle between the new linguistic
terminology and the conventional glossary of grammar, .perhaps because of the bulk and redundancy of examples in the text or the lac~
of summary plateaus where the reader-initiate can rest and catch his
breath-perhaps because of all these things, Lloyd and Warfel's exposition is not fully. satisfactory-however revealing, valid,' and' exciting. The reader who encounters his first taste of structural
linguistics in American English in Its Cultural Setting is apt.to respond as did a certain jazz musician to the highlf advanced and
experimental musical concepts of the jazz pianist and teacher, Lennie
Tristano. The musician sat absorbed in concentration through a
whole series of Tristano's recordings. After the last record, he stared
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off into a corner of the room. "Man," he said, finally, "he's got a
thing goin', man. BlJt, it's not the thing."
Paul Roberts' Patterns Of English, on the other hand, has the advantage of a narrower purpose and a more specific audience. As a
tool for introducing the structural analysis of English to the student,
it could hardly be better fashioned-at least at this initial stage of
the new era in language study. It is written in a purposeful but bright
style, and it offer~ frequent review and summary sections to hel,P thestudent consolidate one set of basic observations before he plunges
into the increasing complexities of the next. Its exercises are imaginative and generous. The sequence of sections follows the expanding .
. application of principles logically and coherently~ For the classroom
and probably, because of its limited coverage and tight rein on its
subject, for any reader interested in its revelations, it is an excellent
introduction.
These books will be _controversial, to be sure. Any innovation incites controversy. But the sensible approach to the language they
present to the public-is bound to affect the tcaching and the learning
of English and to a considerable extent the general cultural awareness of our language, and through it, of ourselves. There will be
many similar books to follow. The concepts and methods must now
be tested and matured.
In a way, we ha've turned a cultural corner that arChitecture
rounded some years ago. We have discovered that, like our buildings,
our language demands utility first of all, that its forms are determined
by its functions. With the same raw materials that we have been using
for generations, we can now conceive and utilize the structural relationships between our language and our lives.
EDWARD LUEDERS

The Art of Sculpture, by Herbert Read, New York: Pantheon Books,
Bollingen Series XXXV, 1956. 152 pp. $7.50.
in its slip cover of blue, quarto format,
printed ~n large clear type on paper of first quality and illustrated
with 224 gravure plates of sculpture from'ancient times" to the present
(many of the photographs having been expressly taken for the volume
by the British photographer, F. L. Kenett), looks very promising
indeed to the reader.
In the preface to the text, Sir Herbert Read purposes to give an

THIS HANDSOME BOOK,
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aesthetic of the Art of Sculpture. He tells us that the' first outline of
this book was delivered as the Fierens, Fine Art Lectures ,at the University of Hull, in the 1951-52 session, but upon being invited to give
the Mellon Lectures in the Fine· Arts at the National Gallery of Art
.he expanded the previous four to six lectures, as he felt he had not
adequately covered the subject. Thus these six lectures form the
basis of the text of The Art of Sculpture. Bearing the titles: I. The
Monument and the Amulet, II. The Image of Man, Ill. The Discovery of Space, IV. The Realization of Mass, V. The Illusion of
Movemerit, and VI. The Impact of Light, these lectures reflect the
author's diligent efforts to rescue the discipline of aesthetics from
the vicissitudes it has suffered,'viz., of having been turned into almost
everything lately, with emphasis on scientific trends, except an attempt to understand the nature and significance of a work of art.
The aestheticians, many of them eloquent theorists, have ranged
widely in treacherous fields, and Sir Herbert R~ad, who writes on
the visual arts, literature, and education, is no exception. The titles
alone of some of his previous books confirm his wide interests~ The
Meaning of Art, Education through Art, The Grass Roots of Art, the
Philosophy of Modern Art, Art jlnd Society, Art and Industry, the
Nature of Literature, and This Way, Delight, a recent collection of
selected readings of modem poets, for children. frofessor of Fine Art
at Edinburgh U niversity, Presi~t of the Institute of Contemporary
Arts, and of the Society of Education in Art, and associated with the·
Victoria and Albert Museum, Sir Herbert, although pre~miriently
an aesthetician, must certainly 'be considered an Art Authority, also.
And yet, as good as the photographs are; as numerous and scholarly the footnotes; the references to John Ruskin, Hegel, Worringer,
and the currently much-quoted Simone Weil; the grand generalizations; in spite of the delicate sensitivity, the ornamental and sometimes abstruse language-all of these may not compensate a reader
for the lack of real insight and the limited understanding he will find
in The Art of Sculpture. As a sculptor I am obliged to question and .
disagree with som~ of its claims, and be suspicious of many of its
statements, such as, "The 6eparat~ of the arts in our modem industrial civilization is inevitabl~ ~~~d consequently such arts as
sculpture and painting must evolve their own aesthetics."-or-"An
awareness of the essential nature of the art of sculpture has never
until our own time been so clearly held and so clearly expressed."
This statement i~. n~ver substantiated. And the graphic character of

.?
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contemporary sculpture, especially wire-sculpture, is never explained. Also the rather unique notions about the origin of the art
of sculpture seem to stem from misconceptions; at any rate they are
not in conformity with the findings of modem archeology.' The
author suffers from the same limitation so many popularizers of the
arts are subject to-the utter lack of any personal, practi(:al experience
in the field of art.
JOHN TATSCHL

..

D.·.··' .

,">

.\
",'
American Heritage. The Magazine of History. Sponsored by American Association for State Be Local History and Society of American
Historians. New York: American Heritage. Publishing Co., Inc.,
published every two months. Single copies $2.95, annual subscription $12.00.

i,n good standing: 40,000. Subscribers i~~
quired to break even: 60,000.
-Such were the terms employed b-y Publisher James Parton to hopeful founding me!Jlbers about to offer the first issue of the renova~ed
American Heritage magazine to the public., Now, after'little more
than two y~ars of publication, pleased readers were informed that
the Herit~ge is sustained by more than 185,000 subscriptions. Here
are all ~he marks of a success story.
J\<bnittedly, these figures do not yet prove that American history
9fitself is popular reading. Tho/ do indicate by now, however, that
..history has allure when presented in. ~Qlorful' format, understandably written, with an underlying pprp<1se of general interest. The
practical appeal of this neat, hard-backed magazine cuts loose from
the academic trend by offering history in a manner which touches
the self-esteem of the reader, making of him an integral product,
active participator and undertaker of his past in America. All that
this implies is carefully produced with a keen sense .lor historicity
under the f!urvei1Ianc~ of Editor Bruce Catton.
PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS
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The format has the modem eye-appeal of Life or Time; Parton
has been a staff member of both. The illustrations are extravagant
and mostly in Color. Old and new prints, paintings, photograph's, and
maps have been borrowed from museums and private collectors to
elaborate the host of objects and persons enhancing the articles.
Countless oddments-a carved panel from Lincoln's private railroad
car, an Apache chief's autobiography painted on skin, patent draw..
ings, rebuses, paintings both primitive and professional, Victorian
printers' bric·a-brac-all ~um up our ancestors in a deIightfuIly intimate way.
The previous American Heritage was published by Earle Newton
of the Vermont Historical Society. Sponsored by the American Association for State and Local History and the Society of American
Historians, the present editors diverge most markedly in that they
have barred all advertising. Perhaps~ there are fewer articles devoted
to the folklore category and, as yet, no one,ssue has been dedicated
to a particular region in the same manner that the older Heritage
sponsored Texas, the Mohawk Country, or the Susquehanna River.
Rather, the editorshave solicited a wide variety of subje~ts of broad
interest in deference to Catton's conviction that history is the story·
of the people. And to make this story comprehensible,.he admonishes
historians to borrow the art of the written word from the novelist.
. The emphasis is: What did men do there? Not all these activities
can be covered within six limited magazines per year but new -slants
and observations are made by specialized authors-most -of them
'
classifiable as professional historians.
As listed in Heritage thus far, the contents-of our American past
read like an advent~rous novel: Armies and army life, personalities,
5Ongs, lovers, cities, historic literature, ship-lore, architecture as well
as architects, the far West and buffalo hun.ts, settlers, early American
gadgets, presidents, policy makers, outla~s,\~lDd valentines. For lovers
of swindlers is the fabulous diamond fraud sleuthed by Clarence
King in 1872. A rascally pair had thoroughly convinced countless
gullible people bac~ East, including Cllarles Tiffany' of New York
and Baron Ferdiqand Rothschild of ~ndon, that a mountain located somewhere in Utah was covered with already cut, precious
gems. Historian Dorothy Bobbe sheds light on .the sober personality
of Alexander Hamilton in her article describing his boyhood in the
West Indies.- Anthropologist Oliver La Farge thoughtfully examines
the historicaIIy established myths with which Europeans veile~ the
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American Indian. There is an eye-witness account of the hanging of
John Brown. There are many stories about the sea and ships.
Mr. Catton believes this seeming hodgepodge reveals, itself to us in
patterns, sometimes apparent and sometimes beyond us. "The final
truth of history is an evasive and many sided thing. It is what really
happened, and it is what men have thought happened; it is what
men did, and the emotions that moved them while they were doing
it; it is the hard fact's that lie under the gloss of romance, and it is
also the gloss itself-for the act of dreaming can be as important as
the thing dreamed of. It is infinitely complex, a house of many
mansions, something that" never quite becomes fixed:'
Taking the matter of ships and sea, no American is ever very far
removed from them.. Except for the full-blooded Indians, Catton
says, all of us came here and carry with us a racial memory of the
wonder and peril of the empty sea. This has given ri~ in Americans
to the feeling that all certitude has been left behind and that what
lies ahead is incredible wonder and the bright chance of a new world.
Because of these circumstances we still worship succ~s and have a
deep horror of failure. We have not yet convinced ourselves that
failure can be anything but personal. Dreams not only come true,
they must come true if the dreamer has the right stuff in him. According to Catton, ohe of the by-products of this optimism is that
Americans can never be wholly objective about war.
The over-all concept involves the 'frontier thesis contemplated by
Frederick Jackson Turner and his followers since the turn of the
century but, admirably, Bruce Catton 'has taken steps to bring this
history to the American public more on its own terms, \Vhat is history, anyway-a recital of names and dates with which we might
analyze economic forces and political trends, or a simple attempt to
introduce the past to the present in understandable human terms?
The answer, he considers, is probably both, but it must be remarked
that professionals have left the second field wide open and that amateurs occasionally come in and do a job that r;night otherwise be
.
ignored altogether.
WARD ALAN MINGE

Chapman's JIomer~dited by A1lardyce Nicoll. New York: Pantheon'
. Books, Bollingen Series XLI, 1956.2 vols., 740 pp. $10.00.

speaks for itself, but·the new edition put out
by Mr. Nicoll for Pantheon rejoices the eyes as well as the mind. It is
CHAPMAN'S HOMER.
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beautifully designed and beautifully printed, as well as being beautifully thought out. The introduction, notes, commentaries, and glossaries are of interest to the laYman and adequate for the scholar. and
the two volumes include the lesser Homerica, and Chapman's dedication poems. All the difficulties of Chapman's spelling and punctuation have been dealt with so as to give the least trouble to the reader.
The essentially modern dress makes the poem more readable and
offers fewer diStractions.
While delighting in the book one cannot help wishing what Chapman (who said of an earlier edition, "only the extreame false printing
troubles my conscience") would feel "On First Looking into [this]
Chapman's Homer."
V I R GIN I AM A N I ERR E

The Journals of Jean Coc.teau, ~dited and translated w~an introduction by Wallace Fowlie. New York: Criterion Books, 1956. 250
pp.$6.oo.

....

of Jean Cocteau's election to the French Academy
·(1955> has meant an increase of interest in his work, in this country.
Actually, this kind of interest most concerns publishers and their use
., of such events to provide ..times" for concern with the writing of
this or ~t man. This is. a perfectly reasonable exploitation of a
circumstance perhaps. but it can often lead to hasty thinking, editing,
translating-and so on. The occasion forgotten, the book shows its
gaps and awkwardnesses; and ends by disobliging the very man it
assertedly hoped to honor.
Th~ present book is an "occasion" book. Mr. Fowlie's introduction
is twenty-nine pages long almost in defense of his uneasiness. He was
given a sizable task, clearly. I am by no means as £aIDiIiar with the
m~terial as he must be; but I. am aware that it must have· becJ;l very
difficult to select things out of it-it does not break open into pieces,
but is a texture of attention, endlessly reforming. At times Mr. FowIie
can only shout his goodwill (UMembership in the Academic Fran~~li5C
will hardly slow him [Cocteau] down'''). But his translation is readable, and given his word-"A fairly literal translation seemed often
to serve, Cocteau better than an effort to f«3St the original in order
to find a style and phrasing more native. to English .• ."-we will
have to trUst him~ and also thank him, because no one has as yet done
more, or as much•
THE OCCASION
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CocttAu

then, to Cocteau-not fatuouslY: please, because
I have. taken pains, or have tried to, to 6eparate him from "his translator, and particularly, from the "occasion" behind the translator-:
forever to be suspected. As Mr. Fowlie suggests (p.g), Jean Coeteau
is not a widely read writer, although many people kno~ his name,
and sense a half-glamour in it, for reasons they themselves continue
to produce. He has, however, been recognized by his contemporaries
for many years. The first sections of the book describe his relationships with Satie, Max Jacob, Stravinsky, Raymond Radiguet, Pablo
Picasso, Marltain, Proust, Diaghilev, Appollinaire. In the American
context, Ezra Pound·mentions him several times in, Guide To Kulchur, once as follows: "To establish some table of values as among
men 1 have seen and talked with • • • Gaudier had and Cocteau has
genius • • • By genius I mean an inevitable swiftness and rightness
in a given field. The trouvaille. The direct simplicity in seizing the
effective means."
.
Wb-at is his writing like, then? 1 would like to know t~. I have
seen three of his movies, including Beauty and The Beast; know
nothing of his poetry; read Opium when younger with great care
(and wonder-it was not at all what I expected, and was very strictly
written); and began Thomas the Imposter (remembering the kaleidoscoping of short scene-images, with which it begins); and read with
what French I had, Journal d'un Inconnu, what I could of it-excited to find the mind so capable of b~ance and continuance.
Cocteau writes:

THIS BR.INGS US,

On Words
I attach no importance to what people call style and that by which they
think they recognize a writer. I want to be recognized by my ideas, or better,
by my bearing. I make every effort to be heard as briefly as possible. I have
noticed, when a story does captivate the reader's mind, that he was reading
too fast, and gliding dO!ffi the slope. That is why, in the book, I skirt around
the writing which forces me not to glide in a straight line, but to start over
.
again, to reread the sentences in order not tolO4e the thread.
When I read a book, I marvel at the number of words I find in it and I
.........)
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dieam of using them. I note them down. Bu~in my wQrk it'is impos.sible.
I limit myself to m.y own vocabulary. I cannot go beyond it, and it b so
restricted that the work becom~$ a pu~e.
I ~onder, at each line, whether I shall go on, whether the combination of
thelew words I use, always the same· ones, will· not end up by blocking the
way and forcing
to silence. It would be beneficial for everyone, but
words are like figures or letters in the alphabet. They are able to reorganize,
differently and perpetually at the bottom·ofth~kaleid05C()pe.
6.
I said I was jealous of the words df other writers. It is because they are not
mine•. Each writer has a bag of them, as in a lotto set; with which he has to •
win. Except for the style I disUke-Flaubert is the leadhig ~mple-too rich
in words-the style I like, Montaigne, Racine, Chateaubriand, Stendhal,
does not spend too many words~ It would take no time to count them .••

me

u.

The sections intO which the book is divided show a preoccUpation
with personalities, not Cocteau's nor perhaps even Mr. Fowlie's,
obliged as he was by the concerns evident. Sections I (Childhood and
Early Influences) and III (Testimonials) contain the bulk it; and
ISeCtiOIl$ n (The Writer's Character) and VI (AesthetiCs) seem the
most purposefully free, and useful. But what use we are intent upon,
~ what we must of course decide.
. A use of wordS is a definition of words. This is not new, but worth,
like they say, the repeating, always. The structure of language is at
stake, so to speak.
J
.
There is also the qUeStion of "authorities," concerning which
Robert Duncan, an American poet who has read Caeteau's work
with care, wri~es:

of

..

.

••• What Joyce sees as "conscience"'. because he is guilt and sin centered,
.Pound sees as sensibility or Ibsen sees as ~wareness or Dante sees as Grace.
Cocteau in Journal d'un Inconnu voi~ an aspect of the problem. It is here
in the tenns of the economy of fame. The work., as it is realized, is a flowering: and like all flowerings-the author here no more intending than a plant
intends-an attra~.tiQn; its emanations draw and'repel, 'ill coloI'S exhibit or
conceal. No· matter! a host arrives! or hosts depart, of all sorts. This Clustering about an emanation is its fame in which sometinie~ the plant can
su,vivei thru whi«;hat times the plant comes even to flourish or, as in the
relation. of certain plants thru their flowerings with bees, to depend; or it
may perish~ All artisu draw a sap out of solitude. The work of art flowers .
fortI), ripens, and .falls away from a vitality drawn out of a privacy, aseeret
source of the artist in tht fields of time and space-'i~.· •
.
The relation of a poem-to what the world calls events is similar. The "world"'
cannot view a poem as an event in itself, and seekS to translate as if the poem
were referring to "rcaIHfe", Yet for the poet, the reality of time and space
which is realized in making, in a poem, is the real life. [From an unpubliah~d
Notebook.]
.
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The attempt to wrench segments from any completed worle. (happily called a book), to reassort, re-time, re-affix, etc,-is not easily
defensible. M05t reasonably, it would be the act of the man who
wrote the hook or books. In this casc, it is not. In twenty years there
have been five books by Cocteau published; two were translated· by
the British poet and playwright, Ronald Duncan, one by the British
novelist,. Rosamond Lehmann. The fourth is· a retranslation of the
same novel translated by Miss Lehmann (no translator given), pub- .
lishcd in this country. And the. fifth is the present book. think we
had better go back, and start over.

r

ROBERT CREELEY

New England Saints, by Austin Warren. Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press, 1956. 192 pp. $3.75.
The Scientific Thought Of Henry Adams, by Henry Wasser. Thes.
saloniki: privately printed, 1956• 127 pp.
liTHE CHARACTERISTICS of the New England character and mind
have remained conspicuously constant' from the .seventeentb; century
to the present," Austin Warren begins a ~apter on Puritan poets.
That "character is lean and angular, firm and steadfast but ungraciolls." In his New England Saints, Warren portrays individual New
Englanders from Anne Bradstreet (that "Tenth Muse Lately Sprung
Up in America") to the arch-anti·romanticist Irving Babbitt-and so
iIlumina~es their angular acting
of passionately held conviction
that thett- works and ideas, as well, emerge the dearer in context!
Warren starts his discussion of Emerson, for example, with the problem of why the resignation from "hieratic tenure," why the discontent
with preaching to audiences only passively receptive to what ·after
all they took for granted from a preacher (and resentful if he sought
new ways to conceive and express man's responsibility); Warren's
Emerson emerges as "itinerant prophet" who could win his felIolV'
townsmen's admiration for working "as hard and honestly as they."
Warren's Henry James Sr., similarly, acting out his rejection of mere
moralism by separating himself 'but by a pane of glass . • _ from
the general human condition he was so devoutly concerned with,' "
is hi his lonely course the more sternly dedicated to the proposition
that "I live only in my race, and consequently will to surrender my- .
self to my fellows, and lose myself in the Lord." And Warren's Charles
Eliot Norton, though his slight hopes for American democracy lie
only in American universities which are somehow to accomplish the

out
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miraculous, and though his own thinking stops "at the first wind,"
still is the u true gentleman" who remembers that he-himself "~ot
'seH-made,' that all he is he owes," and that one cannot expect such
steadfast "humility" from Uthose who 'rise.' "One could wish that \Varren might have classified Henry Adams _
too as Ii N'~w England ·'sa~nt," and so given him like treatment.
Henry \Vasser's The Scientific Thought of Henry Ad47nS is a book
remarkable in that it was apparently written without reference to'
the extensive Adams literature of the-last te~ years and yet manages
to suggest what even W. H. Jordy apparently overlooked: that Adams
resorted to science not for the sake of measurement or precision but
for a language in which to put pqrsuasively his devastating concepts
of degrad-ation. As Emerson in the ministry, so Adams in even the
soberest of New England journalism had dis(;overed thataudiencC5
can -nod sage agreement and then casually forget the W9~ds of those
they naturally expect to try to frighten them. If Wasser could have
put his lucid account of Adams' "second law of thermodynamics"
into social context, could have shown that Adams was no mere historian of decline but an "itinerant prophet" calling for ever new
cores of being tQ replace those of his great-grandfather's touchstones
which has been dissipated,_his would indeed be an account of Adams'
"science" which would reflect Adams' thought. But perhaps to ask
so much of Wasser is to ask that he join to his own clear powers of
analysis, the imagination of a Warren.
ROBERT B UNltER

The Persimmon Tree: New Pastoral and Lyrical Poems, by Peter
Viereck. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1956: 80 PP.$3'OP'
familiar-by-now difficulty: poems that make great
demands on our attention (consequently our time) and on a way of
responding to language that we have lost facility in giving. Some
readers will call it Uobscure poetry,'~since to firstglimces its language
is tortured, its meaning hidden. Other readers will take an interest in
its puzzle aspect, and go far beyond Viereck;s slight and simple footnoting. The primary trouble
its silence, _spread black on white.
Someone with a good, voice an~ intelligence for its subtle kindo£
rhetori~ should read it aloud to, us in a quiet room; over andover
until we res~nd to its kind of teasing of mind andfeeUng. 'then we
might achieve the andent poetic gestalt inhibited in us by the point..
HERE IS THE

iJ

t
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blank hammering and over-simplification' of contemporary daily
language.lVhat is wrong with us is luggested by Viereck in "At the
River Charles". We
• • • would abscond to the safe silence
That hides in the heart of the traffic bustIe~
The cowardice of action, action.

U

Always these poems tease us to reflection. often to paradox, frequently to irony. They force us to be qualitative, even about superficialIy simple sense impressions. They allude to history, and. far
place, and myth. Sometimes they are pretaced by epigraphs. They
unasbamedly embrace tradition,' admitting to being pastoral and
lyrical, ode, paean, tlU'enode. They are fu11o£ thyme, even to the
point of m~king difficult,. stra'itled rhyme carry a theme (love) that
is counter to one's associations with the rhyme sound, as in "I1I.
Threnode." I
Bitter your cheek-lines, and I love you bitter.
No words intcmer stare than rhyme with "bitter." /
No tone morc musical than "bitterness."
Almost unbea~ably there follow "skitter:' "fritter," "litter," "split'ter," "fitter," "quit her," and so on, but they are so outrageously
ironic that they succeed.
The point is that this poetry almost determinedly uses tradition:
It is aristocratic; urbane, scholarly: It tempts rebellion hy the free
verse or Philistine snob in us, or the feeling that life cannot be con- /
tained at all in such discipline. We get that piling up of paradoxical
juxtapositions of words that has become so familiar in modem
poetry, undl we want to cry "tour de force." In the "ode" part of "To
'Womanly Beauty in Motion," we get within thre~ lines "mobile
pause," "indolent cascades," "frieze of marble quicksand," and "gent1eness of storm:' We begin to feel that this is the poetry of intellect,
the inevitable outcome of the philosophical, bQokish man turned to
play with words. If we know of Viereck's support, in his pYose works,
of a new conservatism, and of his dislike for democratic leveling, we
are even tempted to smear him with charges of Pound's obscurantist
excesses and political associations. But this ~ould be to forget to'listen
to the poetry, which emerges 3$ clear intelligence and integrity with
words, unfaltering play of imagination with place, person, ti~e, and
values, and no little feeling.
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Prize Stories I957: The O. Henry Awaras, selected and edite~ by, Paul
Engle, assisted by Constance Urdang. New York: Doubleday Be Co.,
.
Inc., 1957; 31~ pp. $3·95·
The Best American Short Stories I956 and the Yearbook of the
Ame·rican Short Story, edited by Martha FolCy.~05ton: Houghton'
Mifflin, 1956. 368 pp. $4.00.
'

Martha Foley anthology and tJ.1e yearly O. Henry
Collection are volumes of top-drawe~ stories"always received with a
great deal of enthusiasm by readers eager to see what the editors have
retrieved from the "slush piles" of the many, ~ny magazines whose
stories must be considered.
The thirty-seventh volume of O. Henry prize stories contains
twenty stories selected by editor Paul Engle"head of Iowa's writing
workshop. The three cash prizes Mr. Engle has,-this year awarded to
Flannery O'Connor, Herbert Gold, and George P. Elliott.
Miss O'Connor, a former student of Engle's, has contributed a
fantastic, Eudora Welty-ish story, with all o£the irony of truth, the
THE ANNUAL

\
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permanence of the fact that things change, in it. Titled "Gr~enleaf,"
the narrative tells of Mrs. May,. a lady of the old guard, who determines to kill a stray bull that has invaded her pastures. But it is
the bull, a symbol of sloth breeding with pure stock, which kills Mrs.
May by goring her "so tliat she seemed • .... to be bent over whispering some last discovery into the animal's ear:'
The 1\eader cannot fail to-be impressed by the number of stories'
which have race or religious intoierance as a theme. Herbert Gold's
"Encounter in Haiti" is actually an encounter in hate. "Things
Changed" by Betty Sunw~Il is the story of a Negro boys efforts to
explain the importance of his degree in sociology to a drunken white
man, and how his parents intercede for him,
Jud, Mr. Juda big fine boy like you-you ain't gonna hit a poor little nigger ain't
gOL good senseI"
One of the finest examples of craftsmanship is Cynthia Marshall
Rich's "My Sister's Marriage" which was 11 winner in Mademoisell~s
1955 short-story contest. Almost as if by inadvertence, the narrator
reveals her selfishness and the paradoxical, ladylike inhumanity of
her hate for her sister.
. .
The ten "old" writers Gean Stafford, William Faulkner, John
Cheever,_ Irwin Shaw, Mary McCarthy, et al) are balanced by ten
"new" and/or young writers. An excellent equilibrium is main\tained; the stQries for the most part have sound'bases in equally valid
experiences. (One would perhaps find fault with Nolan Miller's "A
New Life," a story as stale as tlle characters and the so-called "new
life" itself.)
Miss Foley, the veritable Louella Parsons of the story world, raps
the knuckles of the editors of some of the large-circulation magazines
for their continued selection of unrealistic stories. Her introduction
remarks caustically upon the "division in sOme editorial minds
between honesty in articles and honesty in fiction:'
The Flannery O'Connor story in this anthology is "The Artificial
Nigger," an ingratiating, kind of watermelon story, sweetened by the
Southern dialect and Miss O'Connor's descriptions. There is regional
richness also in William Eastlake's "The Quiet Chimneys," a deerhunting and Indian story which takes' place around the authorts
home in Cuba. New Mexico.
Miss Foley is not infallible; she has an eye for the well-made story
and every once in a while the machinery shows. Some of the stories
are so manipulated that one can see the knobs which turn th~m.

"Mr.

\

)
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(Robert M. Coates' "In a Foreign City," for example.) But one must
be grateful to Miss. Ealey and Mr. Engle for resurrecting a number
of stories from the "little" magazines, for encouraging young writers,
for taking the pulse of the literary mainstream, and for casting around
in it to find, if not the best, at least some of the better, stories that
appeared in the United States during 1956~57.
I

I-

..

Steinbeck and His Critics, a record of :z5 years, by E. \V. Tedlock, Jr.,
and C. V. Wicker. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1957· 352 pp. $6.00.

-

of this anthology is certainly everytlling that a casual
reader might reasonably Infer from its title. A host of critics is represented in a collection of articles spanning a quarter·century; many
essays and chapters on Steinbeck which do n<?L appear herene nevertheless commented upon in the editors' introduction; and a portion
of the essence of Steinbeck the man is set fortll in the form of several
observations on his craft by his o'Wn hand, some of them previously
unpublished.
Editors Tedlock and \Vicker have made judicious and representative choices in the previously published essays on Steinbeck ~hich
make up the greater part of the~r book, and in addition they have
enlisted the aid of young Steinbeck specialist Peter Lisca, who has
written a Steinbeck literary biography in essay form to open the
collection. Lisca also contributes fresh and valuable essays on The
Pearl and The Wayward Bus. Other new names appear also alongside those of such old critical hands as Joseph Warren Beach and
Frederic I. Carpenter. Marxist, Catholic, and New Critical essays
help to round out a just representation of approaches to the Steinbeck prpblem by various critical schools. Some of tllese essa~will be
new to many readers because they were originally printed fn out--ofthe-way places; Steinbeck and His Critics has performed a service in l
reviving them.
.
In tlleir introduction, the editorsoffcr a comprehe,sive map -of
Steinbeck's Mercator-like route from critical rain S<fuall <to highpressure area and back again-an advance in which Steinbeck has
steadfastly refused to follow the more direct great circle routeo£
readly discernible qevelopment which lends itself to cool-headed
analysis and to a broader agreement among critics. Tedlock and
Wicker accomplish tlleir survey by supplring brief summaries, inTHE _SCOPE
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dications of critical direction, and often personal evaluations of
much Steinbeck material excluded from their book as well as of that
to be found in it. They treat, among the excluded maierial,sections
from such boob as Geismar's Writers in Crisis, Stovall's American
Idealism, and Hoffman's The Modern Novel in AmeriCa.
If the reader, upon "meeting an obscure or hard-headed selection
in this book; may occasionally feel himself aboard a wayward bus of
contemporary criticism, he can find quick consolation in the ease
with which he will be able to find Steinbeck's own blasts at critics but
a few pages away; and he will be reassured as well by the editots'
own observation:

.~

.

'>

Another of our beliefs is that some critics take their own craft too seriously. They seem not only to lack a sense of humor but even the common
awareness that readers can delight in a story without Ieelingthat the author
must settle world or cO$mic affairs as they themselves would. Some critics
even lack the respect that discursive, logical men ought to have for the
imaginative man who provides them with their fodder. They seem unaware
of the difference and difficulty of his problems. It is probably on this ground
that much of Steinbeck's disgust with critics is based. He may justly feel
that to become involved with their pel'SOnal concepts of higher truth would
be to abandon art for polemics or appeasement. To say this is neither to
eulogize Steinbeck nor to deny that much helpfJll and perceptive criticism
has appeared.

In his autobiography, jazz guitarist Eddie Condon tells of a conversation he once had with his friend John Steinbeck, a sturdy supporter of Dixieland jazz. Steinbeck was trying to argue Condon into
switching from his guitar to a real American folk instrument, the
banjo. "Banjos went out with button shoes, John," Condon told him.
"Button shoes are coining back,. Eddie," said Steinbeck. Though
button shoes and banjos have failed, after all, to come back, their
advocate has not, and criticism may rnrely look forward to the closer
examination of Steinbeck's artistic achievement which is strongly
indicated by Tedlock and Wicker's definitiy,e collection of Steinbeck
criticism to 1955.
HUGH L. SMITH JR.

Stories, by Jean Stafford, John Cheever, Daniel Fuchs, and William
Maxwell. New York: Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, 1956. 30 9 PP.$3.95.
of suburbia expand themselves in this conectio~
of fifteen stories by four wdter6 whose stories aid and abet each other.

THE CONFINES

"
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Jean Stafford, John Cheever, Daniel Fuchs, ·and William Maxwell
have selected stories they have written which ·'they think most highly .
of," intending to cooperate, not compete" with each other. For, say
the authors, "to make sense out of life is an exertion of. uncommon
cooperativeness:'
,.
Jean Stafford has contributed five stories. "The Liberation" is the
old story of the captive maiden trapped in a backwater existence; the
st~ry of the quick and the dead; the story of how the dead triumph,
their dark, bucolici>ortraits leaning "forward from the walls in their
insculptured, brassy frames."
.
,
It is difficult to taKe Miss Stafford seriously when she turriSbe~
hand to "Maggie 1\feti.wether's Ricli Experiem:e:' The, flip;racon~
teurish Maggie Meriwether is a Little Miss Muffett; and the sp~der
does not wa'nt the curds and whey when she has left them. It is razorsharp, . inimitable Stafford in many ways, but lamentably, often
razor-thin.
John Cheever writes deft psychoanalytic stories which sunder the
suburbanites where they wake or sleep. "The Co try Husband" is
the story of l?rancis Weed. Immaculately self-centere
d interdeves,
pendent, all the \Veeds everywhere Hourish and deceive ilie
but only by deception can they live. Keen observation perks up the
stories; Gne is moved to copy such sentencesas:uThesleepi.ng-car
compartments, 'with their Soiled bed linen" trailed through the fresh
.
morning like a,~tring of rooming-house windows."
"The Day die Pig F~l1 Into the Well" is the story of the Nudd
family who related significancies to insignificancies, and John Cheever tells it with superb tontrol, compressing the pertinent events, in
the lives of tbe'Nudds'into the brevity that shortens the longest life.
It is qUite honest to say of Daniel Fuchs and William Maxwell that
their stories do not possess the polish of the writers who preCede
them in the book. But there is much that is good and much to be
gained by reading "Man in the Middle of the Oceanr~by Mr. Fuchs,
or "The French Scarecrow,," by Mr. Maxwell. Perhaps the frenetic
qualities of frustration and boredom are prolonged, but the pulse of
the idiom is recognizable as the American heartbeat.
There is great value in this volume-of atories chosen for themselves,.,
and subaltern short-story writers, eager to d,~cern a pattern in New
Yorker stories, will find it in this book. Exurbia or suburbia-to taste.
RAMONA MAHER MARTINEZ
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The Trickster: A Study in American Indian Mythology, by Paul
Radin. 'Vith Commentaries by C. G. Jung and Karl Kerenyi. New
York: Philosophical Library, 1956. 211 pp. $6.00.
cycle forms the basis of Dr. Radin's
searching analysis of one of the most fascinating mythic characters
.we may encounter not only among the American Indians but also
among ethnic groups the world over.
Trickster, which actually means the Cunning One, is usually the
Foolish One, who, instead of tricking othe~, is, most of the time
being tricked by the trickeries of the world. He is an archaic survival
of a past hardly remembered. But as eve.rything primordial he is also
timeless and therefore even quite contemporary. Restless, aimless and
amorphous, he move" about his world, uncertainly driven on by
hunger and sex. Voracious and uncontrolled be seldom succeeds in
satisfying these drives. He is neither animal, nor man, nor divinity.
But as his consciousness begins to dominate the vast and undefined
mass of his subconsciousness, Trickster l?egins to play. the roles sometimes of Beast, sometimes of Man, sometimes of Creator. Almost in
spite 'of himself, he turns into the Maker of Society and at the same
time into the great fiend of Society. For like Trickster himself, Society
\tot only creates and protects, but it also destroys. One moment the
benefactbr, the next the buffoon: Trickster will never lose the most
superior-of all his gifts-the ability,;to laugh at himself.
,
In accustomed scholarly thoroughness, Paul Radin compares the
basic Trickster-cycle with other cycles and then proceeds to analyze
botli with imagination and restraint, as to subject, form, and
distribution of .this mythic complex.
The central question which Dr. Radin attempts to answer is this.
Is the concept of the trickster a disintegration from a loftier concept,
from a primeval creator or divine culture-hero? Or did the Foolish
One stand at the beginning of all times, and did he in the end grow
and merge into the idea of the Great Benefactor? Rather tentatively,
Radin comes to the conclusion that the cycle in its oldest form began
with the account of a nondescrip~ person, obses~d by an uncontrollabl~ urge to wander, by hunger and by sexuality. Later on, incidents
related to an entirely-aiffcrent supernatural being have been incorporated. Thus, in the opinion of Radin, the Trickster stands in the
beginning, and the Creator at the end of the development.
Unfortunately, Radin does not touch upon the Katcinas of the
THE WINNEBAGO TRICKSTER

~
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western Pueblos or the Koshares and Chiffonetas of the Eastern
Pueblos. In origin and purpose, in paradox of behavior and of
character, these Kosharesstrongly resemble the various Trickstertypes. For they arc spirits of the dead, who combine the divine with
the burlesque, the gesture of blessing with the lash of the whip, consolation with ridicule, decay with fertility. Paradox is deeply embedded in human nature, and overlap of contrasts must not always
be explained by two divers developments which finally merge. In
passing, it may be noted tliat C. G~' lung's cotltribution at the very
end of the book dOes not enhance its· scholarly value. Having read,
apart from the \Vinnebago Trickster cycle, apparently only Bandelier's Delightma/lers, his comparisons with European oddities appear far-fetched and sCientifically unacceptable. He bunches together
areas and items which, ina different setting, had a totally different
meaning. The functional obscenities of the Trickster have little in
common with the repulsive obscenities 'of a few aberraqt medieval
clerics.
Be that as it may, Radin's presentation of the Trickster tales provides, in most parts, refreshing: reading, apart from their anthropological significance. Trickster is immortal, and he seems to be right
with us, laughing homerically at our own cultural antics.
MARGOT ASTROV

In Defense of the Earth, by Kenneth Rexroth. New York: New DirectlOnS,1956. 93 p,p. $3.00•
is the first more or less substaIl:tial
collection of Kenneth Rexrotl).'s POems since the publication of his
The Dragon And The Unicorn. The latter was a long philosophical
travel-poem, so that the book I am reviewing more literally goes back
to The Signature Of All Things (1949), and is (as that book was) an
accumulation' of poems and translations of varying length and determinationa

IN DEFENSE OF THE, EARTH

Many of these poems deal With similar locations,.and events, seeking over
and over again for the changing forms of an unchanging significance in
stars, insects, mountains and daughters. They do nqt of cou~ try to answer,
"Why am I here?" "Why is it out there?"-but to snare the fact that is the
only answer, the only meaning of 'present or presence ••• [Foreword by
Kenneth Rexroth to In Defense of the Earth.]
......

-----

~
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Reading a book, or reviewing it,-one comes to ask, what does the
book have, for its ideas; and, how clearly are those ideas made evi;;
dent? Rexroth's tide demonstrates 'the area of his concern, large
though it surely is, and open as well to the pitfalls of an over~zeal~us
generality. But one can, as he does, begin there.
1l
The opening poems are for his wife, Marthe, and'his daughter,
Mary. Those for his wife have, among them, some of the book's best
writing.
• • • What de)1 know now,
Of myself, of the others?
Blood flows out to the fl~eing
Nebulae, and flows back, red
With all the worn space of space,
Old with all the time of time.
It is my blood. I cannot
Taste in it as it leaves me
More of myself than on its
Return •••

This is the first idea. It is as well a broadening, in effect a deepening,
of something, such, as:
.•• Just born to die
Nobody will ever know anything about it
And I have nothing more at all to say.

lVhich is taken from The Art Of Worldly Wisdom (1949), a book
which marked the last large instance of Rexroth's experimentation
in poems akin (as he"notes) to those of Stein, Lowenfels, Arensberg,
and Louis Zukofsky. Mter t11at time he made clear his intention to
write in more "common" forms, and to give up at least the intensity
of his concern to that point with syntactical formation, personally
based. Perhaps my own statement heee is unclear, but what was
meant seems simply this: he became concerned with a poetry which
people, in a half.hoped for generality, might be able to read, as put
against that which apparently they could not-or at least, this was
not to be the concern of the writer.
This is the second idea, clear in this book-that people, who are
being loved, attacked, or subjected to the varying attitudes of the
writer, be obliged to hear that concern. The poem Thou Shalt Not
Kill (for the memory of Dylan Thomas, who was himself proposed as
a 'common' voice) speaks like this:
I want to run into the street,
Shouting, "Remember Vanzettil"
I want to pour gasoline down your chimneys.
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, I want to blow up your gcU1~~. , ' ,
<J'
I Watft'to burnrlowq your editoria1ofilce~, ,
"
I want to slit the bellies-ofyour frigtdwomen:" "
I want toshlk younailooauand launches.-'~-"', "

..

'

'
I want t6 sttangleyour children at their finger paintings. _
I want to j>Oiso~ your Afghans an.d poodles, '
~
He is dead, ·thedrunken little cherub. ",
He is dead,
The ell'Ulgent tubthumper~ :
HeisDead •••

But-one knows wbat on~ 'speaks', Qr else not. Put toC? bbmdly, such
addr~ss.is perhaps only equalled by the equal exhort~tions, to buy
.this btea~4: that butter, and to eat it all•. Mo:rereasonably-the 'add~·
tion of 'launches', to 'sailboats' belies (he echoing tiredness of the
, man writing, itmay be with the whole 'id~a'. _
More quietly (less'common'):
What ~y01 say in a poem? '.
Past forty, you've said it all.
The dwarf black oak grows out of
The cliJfbelow my feet. It
May be two hUndred years old,
Yet its ,trunk is no bigger
Than my wrist, its crown docs not
~e to my shoulder • ,. ~
.' ,

,

I read the book maki~ notes, so that I should not be overly emUarrass-ed, coming to write of it. Which was my.dilemma, ,but, these
poems are marked as follows: Seven Poems For Marthe, At" Wife
(,Positions of love-physical--Ioneliness. Images of possible loss-flat'
line. Praise.'); The Mirror In The Woods ('Good--fairy-story quality.
Mirror.'); For Eli Jacobsen ('Good-old.timers, liberals, workers-the
good old days-won't come again. Cqurage..,-makes taste & feelings
better. Ok.'); Time Is -The Mercy Of 'Eternity ,(''philosophical-44on
poetry"• Up in the mts. Images of moments: description. Clear.
Alone. All strips away to Uknowledgeu .'), etc., etc.
Perception, inside or out, is 'earth', equally to be defended. In the
'Japanese Translations' at the book's end, there is this one (by IshibwaT~uook~:'
.
I do not know why'
But it is as though
There were a cliff
Inside my,head
From which, every day,
Clods of earth fall.
ROBERT CREELEY
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The Age of Adventure, selected with introduction 'and jnterpretive
commentary by Giorgio de Santillana. New'york: New. American
Library# Mentor, 1956., =88 pp. $.50. A selection from writers and
philosophers of the Ren'aissance has been enhanced by an introduction and commentary by Giorgio de Santillana under whose' poetic
and imaginative guidance the layman may approach the Renaissance
with a sympathetic'knowledge which gives life and meaning to this
creative and turbulent epoch.
Religious Verse, edited by Horace Gregory and MaryaZaturemka,
New York: New American Library, Mentor, 1957. 288 pp. $.50' Of
all the ~eligious verse that has been written in the English language
only a small percentage may be called great poetry. With sensitive
taste the editors have made a selection encompassing differ~nce5 in
time, temperament, and emphasis.

.

,

Anastasia, by Marcelle Maurette. New York: New American Library,
Signet, 1956. 126 pp. $:85. The possible survival of the Grand
Duchess An~tasia Nicolaevna is the subject of a romantic comedy in
which the playwright manages to produce "that voluntary suspen·
sion of disbelief' which frees the reader to enjoy a situation enchanting in the best Cinderella tradition.
'
The Intellectual Milieu of John Dryden, by Louis I. Bredvold. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1956. 185 pp.. $i.25. A detailed
and lucid account of the intellectual currents whiCh stirred the minds,
of Dryden and his contemporaries. This scholarly piece of work con·
veys the seventeenth century's unconscious assumptions and attitudes,
thus giving a distinctive flavor to the variety of problems with which
the thoughtful men of the period were dealing.
.r

The Discovery of the Great West: La Salle, by Francis Parkman,
edited by William R. Taylor. New York: Rinehart and Co'# 1956.
854 pp. A well-designed, dearly printed volume, based on Parkman's
revised edition of 1879, outlining La Salle's career and explorations.
I

.

New fVorld fVriting# No. 10, New York: New American Library,
Mentor, 1956. ;Za8 pp. $ .50. This tenth ~nniversary collection in·
cludes some "f(rsts" in fiction, undergraduate poetry, four critical
articles, fiction .~nd drama by such writers as Shirley Ann Grau, and
Samuel Beckett. Intriguing drawings by Abraham Rattner.
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